Introduction
In packet-switched networks, routing can be solved e ciently by local algorithms. This is however not the case in circuit-switched networks, such as ATM, where an information ow cannot be split between several di erent routes: one and only one circuit can be allocated for a transmission, and resources must be reserved along the chosen route. In the latter case, routing has been shown to be NP-complete ( 5] ). Many potential applications such as multimedia transmissions or videoconferences require a quality of service guarantee which can only be given in circuit-switched networks, so this problem is becoming important in practice.
A communication network is a set of nodes that are interconnected by links to permit the exchange of information. We model it as a network graph (see Figure 1d) . A need to exchange information between two nodes is called a demand. Each demand requires a certain quality of service (QoS) when transferred through the network. The required QoS depends on the type of information to transmit and is constrained using several parameters, such as minimal bandwidth, maximal delay, maximal delay jitter, or maximal cell loss rate. In order to satisfy a demand, we must allocate a route between the two endpoints of the demand satisfying the demand's QoS constraints. Assigning a route to a demand and reserving the resources needed is called establishing a circuit. Given a communication network, the problem is to allocate one route for each incoming demand in the network so that the QoS constraints of all demands are satis ed using the available resources of the network.
We propose here a general framework using abstraction techniques ( 1] , 3]) based on Blocking Islands. The idea is to abstract the original communication network into a hierarchy of simpli ed graphs where each node, a blocking island, abstracts a part of the network inside which routing of demands requiring a given amount of bandwidth is possible. Each link of an abstract graph then identi es bottleneck links of the network. This hierarchy can be adapted dynamically in reasonable (polynomial) time to re ect the changes in the network's state, such as allocation or deallocation of circuits, link failures, or even network topology changes. The management of this hierarchy and the routing of demands can easily be distributed to intelligent agents.
-blocking islands and blocking island hierarchy
We de ne the -blocking island ( -BI) for a node x as the set of all nodes than can be reached from x using links with at least available bandwidth, given the already established circuits. In Figure 1c , N 1 is the 64K-BI for f a; b; c g. A -BI thus abstracts a part of a network where there are routes with available bandwidth between any two nodes. Moreover, any such route is \inside" the -BI (i.e., every link of the route has both endpoints in it) since, by de nition, any link that has one and only one endpoint in a -BI has less than available bandwidth: these links are bottlenecks in the network.
-BIs induce a partitioning of the nodes of the network. We call the graph abstracting the communication network the -Blocking Island Graph ( -BIG), where the nodes are -BIs. Figure 1c The recursive decomposition of BIGs for a set of constant bandwidth requirements B (ordered decreasingly) is called a Blocking Island Hierarchy (BIH) and constitutes a tree of abstractions. In a BIH (see Figure 1) , the rst level is the -BIG of the network graph, where is the rst (biggest) element of B. The next levels are BIGs of the preceding ones. The top layer is the 0-BIG of the network that clusters the whole network into a single 0-BI. Construction and maintenance (such as when allocating new circuits, deallocating existing ones when not needed any more, link failures) of a BIH can be realized by incremental polynomial-time algorithms.
Routing
We know that there is a route with available bandwidth between any two nodes of a -BI. Therefore there is at least one route r satisfying a demand d requiring bandwidth if the -BI N for one endpoint of d in the BIH also contains its other endpoint. Moreover, r is inside N. Whatever routing algorithm is used, the search space is reduced if we con ne it to the subgraph abstracted by N. Even better, the search space of the routing algorithm should be set to the i -BI ( i ) abstracting both endpoints at the lowest level in the BIH in order to restrict it even more. Besides, this heuristic has two bene cial side e ects: the more search space is reduced, the less alternative routes are available, therefore easing the choice of a route; it also achieves a load balancing e ect because the lower N is in the BIH, the more available bandwidth are on the links it clusters.
When routing a demand is not only subjected to bandwidth requirement but also to other QoS parameters, such as delay and loss rate, a BIH acts as a rst lter: we know if there is a route satisfying the bandwidth requirement and in which part of the network graph to look for it. A route satisfying the other QoS constraints can then be searched in that subgraph. Hereby, as possibly much time is gained through search space reduction, more complex routing algorithms can be used.
The blocking island hierarchy summarizes the available bandwith given the currently allocated demands. As demands are allocated or deallocated, available bandwith changes and the BIH may need to be modi ed to re ect this. The changes can be carried out incrementally, only a ecting the blocking islands which participate in the demand which is being allocated or deallocated: when a new demand is allocated along a particular route, the bandwith of each link l decreases. If it falls below the bandwith of its blocking island, and no alternative route exists with capacity within the BI, it causes a split of the BI into two parts. Furthermore, this split must be propagated to all BI in the hierarchy with a higher . when a demand is deallocated, bandwith across each link increases. If it thus becomes higher than the of the next higher level in the hierarchy, it will cause two disjoint blocking islands to merge into a single one. This merge is again propagated to all levels with a lower . The methods described are only applicable when there is a level u in the BIH for a demand requiring u . In practice, there are typical bandwidth requirements and they are not many. A BIH with all corresponding levels is therefore feasible.
Distributed resource allocation by intelligent agents
A key research in communication networks nowadays is how to move management from centralized to distributed, in order to overcome the increasing complexity of this task. Most solutions, such as P-NNI ( 2] ) or HYBRID ( 4] ), are based on a hierarchy of autonomous intelligent agents which have local decision-making capabilities, but co-operate to resolve con icts. Higher level agents arbitrate unresolvable disputes between peer agents. In these systems, an agent reigns over an arbitrarily and statically de ned subnetwork, in most cases an administrative domain of some kind. For instance, a university could be managed as follows: an agent is in charge in each lab, whereas other agents each oversee a department and a single one rules the university.
The management and maintenance of a BIH is easily distributed to intelligent agents. Each blocking island is ruled by an autonomous agent, a BI leader, which is responsible for resource allocation and management in its domain. Each agent is ruled by one and only one father on the next BIH level. The top level leader is then the highest agent in charge. Our hierarchy of agents yields the abstraction tree of the BIH and can be managed the same way as the hierarchical systems described above, except that a BIH is dynamic, with same performance gain. Our agents are therefore dynamic and have additional responsibility: creating and killing agents when child blocking islands are split and merged, respectively.
Circuit establishing is e ectively managed by our agents. When a new demand arises, issued by a network node x which needs to communicate with another node y at bits/sec, x asks its direct leader to establish that connection. The leader passes on the demand characteristics to its own leader, until the leader at level is reached. The latter is then responsible for establishing a circuit for the new demand, that is, nd a route satisfying its QoS constraints and reserve the required resources among the chosen route. The -leader does not have to communicate with peer agents in order to negotiate resources, because any route satisfying the new demand only uses resources he is responsible for. This is the main advantage of our distributed BIH over systems such as P-NNI and HYBRID: our domains re ect current bandwidth resource availability and are dynamic. Routing and resource reservation are hereby purposefully distributed. As a result, less co-operation and negotiation between BI leaders are required than between agents of the other systems when circuits must be established: our agents are more autonomous.
Conclusion
By distinguishing the \easy" parts from the critical ones in the network, this BIH framework allows a straight answer about whether a route exists satisfying the bandwidth requirement of a demand and the use of existing routing algorithms more e ciently because the problem size is reduced to a blocking island. Network utilization is improved as this decomposition provides to the routing algorithms more knowledge about the network's state than previously available: fewer demands will have to be rejected.
A distributed BIH manages bandwidth resources much more e ciently than other distributed systems, resolving their arbitrary domains weakness, while achieving other tasks (such as network monitoring and performance analysis) just as well at only a slight cost: the management of dynamic agents. 
